Every Security Professional
Struggles to Balance
Thoroughness and Speed
Get Polarity

MTTR = hours

MTTR = minutes

Thorough, but not fast.
The intruders damage is done.

Fast, but not thorough.
The intruder never leaves.

What if you could be more thorough
while also working faster?
Polarity is not a new dashboard to search or
a new portal to manage. Polarity augments
your existing workflows, enriching your view
as you do your work.

Ever

MTTR = seconds

Augmented Reality
Polarity is an overlay, like Augmented
Reality on top of every tool you use and
every workflow you execute.

Highlight Data You
Care About

Search entities in Polarity
On-demand only

Stream

Highlight

White Puma
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#Investigations

P Investigation X
153.204.165.188
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#ChannelName

SHO Bakersfield, Unitied States

Hi John,
Just a heads-up that we have recently observed activity originating from one of your
organizations public IP addresses indicative of the APT group known as White Puma. The traffic
originated from the address 153.204.165.188 to destination 10.100.0.200. Although we did not
observe it in your case, we have seen this actor utilize the file a.exe with checksums
FD904ADDBDFE548C22FFA5223ED9EEE, or e930b05efe23891d19bc354a4209be3e on other
victim networks.
Special Agent James Lawson
Computer Intrusions - Cyber Task Force
Federal Bureau of Investigation
James Lawson jlawson@fbi.gov

Your annotation

P Alyssa Analyst is looking into it

SHO ISP : ATT&T U-verse

SHO Org: ATT&T U-verse
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10.100.0.200
#ChannelName

P White Puma

SN incident

IRIS Risk Score: 28

SN inquiry

IRIS Proximity

FD904ADDBDFE548C22FFA5223ED9EEE
#Malicioushashfiles

CB 1

Data from integration
(one of 120+)

SN active

9

On every log you triage,
event you view, index you
open, playbook you analyze,
malware you reverse engineer,
or network you search.

CB 32 CB wceaux.dll

e930b05efe23891d19bc354a4209be3e
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#Threats

VT 43 BUG/ 43

jlawson@fbi.gov
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#contacts

P James Lawson

P Works at FBI

Your co-workers
annotation

Get the context needed to do
your job with thoroughness
and speed.

See the Story in Your Data Without Sacrificing
Thoroughness or Speed
Extend the Power of Polarity

Polarity is an overlay on top of all your existing workflows and tools. You can also build on top of Polarity to extend the
power of the platform.

Click Here to Explore
Over 120 Open
Source Projects

“This is one of the few tools that I
recommend outright based on a demo
alone. The capability is awesome.”

“Polarity highlights the known, so my
team can immediately focus on the
unknown”

Andy Piazza, Personal Tweet

CISO, Global Financial Services Company

Named a 2018 Gartner Cool Vendor
in Employee Engagement and
Enablement in the Digital Workplace
Gartner

“Polarity enabled our incident
response team to quickly draw on
historic intelligence which furthered
their ability to respond effectively to
observed events”

“Winner of two awards: Editors
Choice Infosec Startup of the Year,
and Best Product”

CIO, Leading Media and Internet Company

Cyber Defense Magazine

Get the Community Edition: www.polarity.io

